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REPORT ON BUILDING PROGRESS Finishing touches
are being taken care of in the new plant with
installation of carpeting and floor tile in
the office and partitioning and painting in
the manufacturing building. The last report
from the contractor is that we should be
able to move to our new location in Galvin
Park, Richmond at the end of January.
Mr. Hallikainen has tentatively
scheduled ribbon cutting ceremonies for the
last part of February. Mr. Fairbanks,
representing Elliott Automation, is planning
on coming from London, England to attend the
ceremonies. For the occasion, Arthur Alston
has volunteered to give all of us lessons
in the Queen's English.

PRODUCTION SWEEPS SALES' DEPT. With Arlene
Lee's announcement that she is expecting a
baby in June it is statistically accurate
to say Mr. Schimbor's familiar bark of 'Let's
get busy and get some work done' has "produced"
results. Mr. Schimbor's bark is worse than
his bite though, and Arlene has decided to
"grow" with the company until May.

SUCCESS FOR SANTA There wasn't a frown in
the "house" on Tuesday night, December 15
during the Annual Children's_ChristmasParty.
Of,course anyone who doesn't like Santa,
puppets, magic tricks, toys and hot dogs
might have been disappointed. Santa's Elves
were there (we couldn't see them - they're
invisible, you know) and report they heard
many whoops, hollers, oh boys and thank yous.
Those are genuine sounds of success in their
book.
Rose Hendrickson, Arlene Lee and Kathryn
Miller feel their efforts in working to have
a good nartv were well rewarded. And last of
ali to Ken Harris *'THESHOW STOPPER" a big
Ho, Ho, Ho and thank you.

Kathryn Miller, Editor

SMASHING GOOD PARTY
Good cheer flowed freely during the adult Christmas party, and
nobody even thought of heading for home until
very close to 2:00 A.M.
Frank Sinatra and the Beatles (via recordings) and our Mr. Bramson (in person) topped
the entertainment bill for the evening.
(Special thanks to Shirle Ramacher for taking
care of the musical-_-3L_--s_arrangements.
The fact is that we all enjoy each other's
company so much under such conditions that the
H.I.B.P.C. (Hallikainen Instruments Bimonthly
Party Club), a newly formed progressive
movement within the company, is not having a
bit of difficulty recruiting supporters. Fortunately the club knows of a very fine group
of people to go to for good tips on future
party arrangements.
By the way, t pping the list of that very
fine group of peop3e is Rose Hendrickson to
whom.we can credit the immense and well done
job of planning and carrying out a large
amount of the party plans. Without the
assistance of those on the Food, Decorations,
Invitation and Clean-up Committees Rose says
she would have been snowed under, and she
extends her appreciation to all those who lent
their help.
One word of advise to the chairman of the
H.I.B.P.C. The Christmas party's excellent
"assistant bartender?'Mr. Hallikainen is a
must for all future "smashing good times".

Tom and Debbie Hale and Santa

